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ABSTRACT: Peptide nucleic acids (PNAs) consist of an aminoethylglycine (aeg)
backbone to which the nucleobases are linked through a tertiary amide group and bind
to complementary DNA/RNA in a sequence-specific manner. The flexible aeg backbone
has been the target for several chemical modifications of the PNA to improve its
properties such as specificity, solubility, etc. PNA monomers exhibit a mixture of two
rotamers (Z/E) arising from the restricted rotation around the tertiary amide N−CO
bond. We have recently demonstrated that achiral gemdimethyl substitution at the α, β,
and γ sites on the aeg backbone induces exclusive Z (α-gdm)- or E-rotamer (β-gdm)
selectivity at the monomer level. It is now shown that γ/β-gdm-PNA:DNA parallel
duplexes are more stable than the analogous antiparallel duplexes, while γ/β-gdm-
PNA:RNA antiparallel duplexes are more stable than parallel duplexes. Furthermore, the γ/β-gdm-PNA:RNA duplexes are more
stable than the γ/β-gdm-PNA:DNA duplexes. These results with γ/β-gdm-PNA are the reverse of those previously seen with α-gdm-
PNA oligomers that stabilized antiparallel α-gdm-PNA:DNA duplexes compared to α-gdm-PNA:RNA duplexes. The stability of
antiparallel/parallel PNA:DNA/RNA duplexes is correlated with the preference for Z/E-rotamer selectivity in α/β-gdm-PNA
monomers, with Z-rotamers (α-gdm) leading to antiparallel duplexes and E-rotamers (β/γ-gdm) leading to parallel duplexes. The
results highlight the role and importance of Z- and E-rotamers in controlling the structural preferences of PNA:DNA/RNA duplexes.

■ INTRODUCTION

Peptide nucleic acids (PNA) are achiral mimics of nucleic
acids composed of a polyamide backbone with recurring units
of 2-aminoethylglycine (aeg) to which nucleobases A, C, T,
and G are linked via a tertiary amide linkage1,2 (Figure 1).
Such a backbone with linear and flexible C−C and C−N bonds
has the capacity to reorganize slowly into the preferred
conformation for hybridization with both complementary
DNA or RNA with similar avidity and a high sequence
specificity.3−6 These characteristics of PNAs combined with
their chemical stability to proteases and nucleases and low
toxicity provide resourceful applications for in vitro diagnostics
and antisense therapeutics.7−14 The poor cell penetration of
PNAs has prompted a number of chemical modifications to
effectively improve their properties for hybridization specificity
and biological applications.15−25 PNAs and their analogues
have also been finding numerous applications in materials
science.26−29 While the structural role of the linear aeg
backbone in modulating hybridization properties of PNAs is
well documented, the role of the t-amide group that has
restricted rotation around the N−CO bond linking the base
with the aeg backbone has not been well studied.
Preorganizing the aeg-PNA backbone into a “hybridization-

competent conformation” imparts entropic gain in tuning its
structure for selective or preferential binding to DNA/RNA.16

Furthermore, PNA can bind to DNA in either parallel or

antiparallel orientations defined by the relative orientations of
PNA/DNA strands (Figure 1).3−6 Several efforts from this
laboratory16−21 and that of others6,23−30 on structural
modifications of the aminoethylglycine (aeg) PNA backbone
have led to a host of acyclic, cyclic, and chiral backbone-
modified assortment of PNA analogues. An interesting rational
modification of the aeg-PNA backbone is the introduction of
cis-1,2-disubstituted cyclopentyl17 and cyclohexyl18 moieties to
match the dihedral angle of the lone Cβ-Cγ bond in the
ethylenediamine segment to 60° as found in the X-ray
structure of the PNA:RNA duplex.31 This results in remarkable
discrimination in binding of PNA with isosequential
complementary DNA and RNA with preference for binding
to RNA. Imparting chirality into the aeg-PNA backbone has
also shown selectivity for binding DNA in either parallel or
antiparallel modes depending on the nature of modifica-
tions.16,19 These approaches demonstrate that the presence of
steric constrains and chirality may induce tuning of the PNA
backbone to populate hybridization-competent conformations
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for prompting selectivity in binding with DNA/RNA. The
introduction of cationic and hydrophilic side chains has led to
improved solubility and enhanced cell uptake.20,21,26−28,32

A simpler way to impart steric constrains without
introducing chirality is to incorporate gem-dimethyl substitu-
tion into the flexible aeg backbone of PNA. A number of α-
isoaminobutyric acid (aib)-containing polypeptides occur
naturally, and the gem-dimethyl substitution on α-carbon of
glycine is well-known to promote helicity in peptides.33 This
feature provides us a rationale for the design, synthesis, and
study of α-gemdimethyl(gdm)-PNA (Figure 2a) having gdm in
the glycine segment of aminoethylglycine PNA.34 The α-gdm-
PNA-Tn homo-oligomer exhibits significant stabilization of the
derived triplex (α-gdmPNA-Tn)2:dAn, and duplex α-gdm-
PNA:DNA/RNA from the mixed-base sequence shows a
higher Tm relative to that of analogous isosequential RNA
duplexes.34 These results motivated us to explore the specific
properties of gdm substitution at the β- and γ-sites on the aeg
backbone in PNA-T monomers.

Unsubstituted aeg-PNA monomers exhibited a mixture of
two rotamers (major Z:minor E, 60:40) arising from the
restricted rotation around the N−CO t-amide bond, with the
Z-rotamer corresponding to δ-carbonyl pointing to glycine (C-
terminus) and E-rotamer having δ-carbonyl toward the
ethylenediamine (N-terminus) side (Figure 2b).35−38 In gdm-
PNA T monomers, it was surprisingly found that the α-gdm
substitution exhibited exclusively the Z-rotamer (Figure 2a),
while the β-gdm substitution showed exclusively the E-rotamer
(Figure 2c).39 The γ-gdm substitution (Figure 2d) gave a
mixture of minor Z- and major E-rotamers, reverse of that seen
in unsubstituted aeg-PNA monomers.39 The relative stabilities
of Z- and E-rotamers (Figures 2e and f) were dictated by
balance of repulsive steric clashes (red) and nonbonding
attractive n → π* or C−H···O interactions (green).39 Thus,
the Z-rotamer (Figure 2e/Z) was favored for the α-gdm-PNA
monomer and the E-rotamer (Figure 2f/E) is favored for the
β-gdm-PNA monomer.39 Although at the monomer level, aeg-
PNA shows a mixture of Z- and E-rotamers, the crystal
structure studies at the oligomer level and in duplexes show

Figure 1. Structure of aminoethylglycl (aeg) PNA and relative orientations of parallel and antiparallel PNA:DNA/RNA duplexes (a) and aeg-PNA
(b) antiparallel and (c) parallel PNA:DNA/RNA duplexes.

Figure 2. Structures of α-, β-, and γ-gdm PNA monomers and their computed Z/E-rotamer structures (a) α-gdm, (b) Z and E-rotamer equilibrium
in aeg-PNA, (c) β-gdm, and (d) γ-gdm PNA. B = thymine (T) and t-amide carbonyl: red (Z-rotamer) and green (E-rotamer). Computed structures
of (e) Z/E-α-gdm-PNA and (f) Z/E-β-gdm-PNA. Nonbonded interactions marked in red (destabilizing) and green (stabilizing).
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that the t-amide bond is always present as Z-rotamer in
antiparallel duplexes.40−43

PNA analogues with substitutions (both cyclic and acyclic)
at Cγ and Cα positions are well known,15−27 and examples of
acyclic PNAs bearing substitution at the Cβ position are
rare.44,45 With the β-gdm-PNA T monomer showing
exclusively E-rotamers,39 it would be interesting to study its
comparative hybridization and orientation specificity with
complementary DNA/RNA at the oligomer level. The work
reported in this article demonstrates that the nature of the Z/
E-rotamer determines the orientation bias in binding to DNA/
RNA and interestingly plays a role in preferentially stabilizing
parallel or antiparallel duplexes. While α-gdm-PNA with
exclusive Z-rotamer stabilized antiparallel duplexes,34 it is
shown here that β-gdm-PNA having the E-rotamer predom-
inantly stabilized parallel duplexes over the antiparallel
duplexes, reverse of that found in unsubstituted aeg-PNA.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The β-gdm (Figure 2c) and γ-gdm (Figure 2d) aeg PNA
monomers synthesized as reported before34,39 were used for
the solid-phase synthesis of PNA oligomers on MBHA (4-
methyl benzhydrylamine) resin using a Boc strategy starting
from the C-terminus to the N-terminus.46 The orthogonally
protected (Boc/Cbz)-L-lysine was first coupled to the resin at
the C-terminus, and the synthesis was continued using
protected monomers (c) or (d) for coupling. The in situ
activation of the acid function was done with PyBOP. The
completion of each coupling reaction was monitored by
Kaiser’s test47,48 followed by deprotection of the N-t-Boc
group using TFA. The Cγ- and Cβ-gdm-T monomers (Figure
2c,d) were incorporated at the T-sites in the aeg-PNA
sequence H-GTAGATCACT-NH2 having three equally
spaced thymine residues (Table 1). The same sequence was

chosen as that studied earlier incorporating Cα-gdm sub-
stitution34 to enable the relative comparison of α-, β-, and γ-
gdm substituent-dependent effects on duplex formation by the
gdm-PNA oligomers. To study the sequence-dependent effects
of Cβ/Cγ-gdm substitutions, PNA oligomers with single
modification at the N-terminus (T2), middle (T6), and C-
terminus (T10) along with double (T2, T6) and triple (T2,
T6, T10) were synthesized (Table 1). After the synthesis, the
PNA oligomers were cleaved from the resin by treatment with
TFA/TFMSA, which also deprotected the bases, purified by

reverse-phase HPLC, and characterized by MALDI-TOF mass
spectral data (Supporting Information).

UV Melting Studies of γ/β-gdm-PNA: DNA Hybrids.
The antiparallel and parallel duplexes with complementary
DNA were obtained from γ-gdm-PNA oligomers (PNA 2−
PNA 5) and Cβ-gdm-PNA oligomers (PNA 6−PNA 9) by
stoichiometric mixing of each PNA oligomer with DNA 1
(antiparallel) and DNA 2 (parallel), respectively (Figure 3).

The Tm of each duplex was determined by temperature-
dependent changes in the UV absorbance49−52 (UV-T plot),
which exhibited typical sigmoidal behavior (Figure 4),
suggesting the successful formation of duplexes in both parallel
and antiparallel orientations. The thermal stabilities (Tm) of
duplexes of all PNAs (PNA 1−PNA 9) with complementary
antiparallel DNA 1 and parallel DNA 2 corresponding to the
midpoint of biphasic transitions in UV−temperature plots
(Figure 4) were obtained accurately from the maxima in their
first derivative curves (Supporting Information) and are shown
in Table 2.

γ-gdm-PNA:DNA Duplexes. The unmodified antiparallel
duplex aeg-PNA 1:DNA 1 showed a Tm of 49.1 °C, and the Tm
of γ-gdm-modified PNA:DNA duplexes showed a decrease as a
function of the number and site of modifications (Figure 4A
and Table 2). The destabilization of the duplexes compared to
the unmodified PNA 1:DNA 1 duplex was as follows: single
substitution at the N-terminus (t2, PNA 2:DNA 1) by 9.3 °C
and substitution at the middle (t6, PNA 3:DNA 1) by 7.3 °C,
(Table 2, entries 2 and 3), double substitution (t2,6, PNA
4:DNA 1) by 8.7 °C (Table 2, entry 4), and triple substitution
(t2,6,10, PNA 5:DNA1) by 10.9 °C (Table 2, columns DNA 1,
entries 1−5).
In the case of parallel duplexes, (Figure 4B) the unmodified

PNA 1:DNA 2 duplex showed a Tm of 41.1 °C destabilized by
8 °C compared to that of its antiparallel duplex PNA 1:DNA 1
as is known for PNA:DNA duplexes.1 However, in contrast to
the antiparallel duplexes, the Cγ-gdm-substituted PNAs (PNA
2−PNA 5) actually enhanced the Tm of the derived parallel
duplexes with DNA 2 compared to that of unsubstituted
parallel duplex PNA 1:DNA 2. The stabilization increased as
follows: N-terminus (t2, PNA 2:DNA 2; +4.3 °C), middle (t6,
PNA 3:DNA 2; +1.9 °C), double (t2,6, PNA 4:DNA 2; +5.0
°C), and triple (t2,6,10, PNA 5:DNA 2; +7.2 °C) with
enhancement in Tm amounting to ∼2.4 °C/modification
(Table 2, columns DNA 2).

β-gdm-PNA:DNA Duplexes. The UV−thermal stability
melting curves for β-gdm PNA:DNA antiparallel and parallel
duplexes are shown in Figure 4C,D, respectively, with the
corresponding Tm values given in Table 2 (entries 6−9, DNA 1
column). The data indicated that successive substitutions of
the β-gdm unit into the PNA oligomer destabilized the
antiparallel duplexes with DNA similar to that seen with the
corresponding γ-gdm PNA oligomers. Surprisingly, maximum
destabilization was seen with single middle substitution (t6,
PNA 7:DNA 1; −12.5 °C) compared to that at the N-terminus

Table 1. PNA Oligomers with Modified/Unmodified
Monomers at Various Positions and Orientations in
Antiparallel and Parallel PNA:DNA Duplexesa

PNA sequence

entry sequence code 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 aeg PNA 1 H-G T A G A T C A C T-LysNH2

2 γ gdm-t2 PNA 2 H-G t A G A T C A C T-LysNH2

3 γ gdm-t6 PNA 3 H-G T A G A t C A C T-LysNH2

4 γ gdm-t2,6 PNA 4 H-G t A G A t C A C T-LysNH2

5 γ gdm-t2,6,10 PNA 5 H-G t A G A t C A C t-LysNH2

6 β gdm-t2 PNA 6 H-G t A G A T C A C T-ysNH2

7 β gdm-t6 PNA 7 H-G T A G A t C A C T-LysNH2

8 β gdm-t2,6 PNA 8 H-G t A G A t C A C T-LysNH2

9 β gdm-t6,10 PNA 9 H-G T A G A t C A C t-LysNH2
aγ-gdm = Cγ-gdm, β-gdm = Cβ-gdm.

Figure 3. Relative orientations of PNA and DNA strand antiparallel
and parallel duplexes. T represents α-, β-, and γ-gdm-PNA units.
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(t2, PNA 6:DNA 1; −3.0 °C) and double modifications (t2,6,
PNA 8:DNA 1; −3.6 °C and t6,10, PNA 9:DNA 1; −10.5 °C)
(Table 2, entries 6−9, DNA columns). In contrast, the parallel
β-gdm PNA:DNA 2 duplexes became stabilized with successive
β-gdm substitutions at t2 (PNA 6:DNA 2; +5.1 °C), t6 (PNA
7:DNA 2; +11.7 °C), t2,6 (PNA 8:DNA 2; +10.8 °C), and t6,10

(PNA 9:DNA 2; +2.8 °C) compared to the unsubstituted
PNA 1:DNA 2 duplex (Table 2, entries 6−9, DNA 2 column).
The overall data in Table 2 indicate that while the

antiparallel duplex is more stable than the parallel duplex in
unsubstituted PNA, with both γ- and β-gdm-PNA:DNA
duplexes, a reverse trend is observed: the parallel duplexes are
more stable than the analogous antiparallel duplexes. This is a
notable result on the effect of position-dependent gdm
substitution in the aeg-PNA backbone.
UV Melting Studies of γ/β-gdm-PNA:RNA Hybrids.

The comparative hybridization properties of γ/β-gdm-PNA
with RNA 1 in the antiparallel orientation and RNA 2 in the
parallel orientation (Table 2) were similarly examined by
temperature-dependent UV absorbance (Figure 5). The
sigmoidal behavior of UV-T plots typical of two-state

transitions confirmed the formation of both parallel and
antiparallel duplexes, and Tm values were obtained from the
maxima in the first derivative plots (Supporting Information).
Increasing the substitution of γ-gdm units destabilized the
antiparallel duplexes with RNA 1 (Table 2, entries 2−5, RNA
1 column, −0.6 to −8.9 °C) compared to the unsubstituted
aeg-PNA 1:RNA 1 duplex (entry 1). However, the
corresponding parallel duplexes γ-gdm-PNA: RNA 2 did not
show much variation (Table 2, entries 2−5, −1.2 to +2.0 °C;
RNA 2 column). The antiparallel β-gdm-PNA:RNA 1 duplexes
exhibited destabilization compared to the unsubstituted
PNA:RNA 1 duplex (Table 2, entries 6−9, −2.2 to −19.4
°C, RNA 1 column,), much more than that of the analogous γ-
gdm-PNA:RNA 1 antiparallel duplexes (Table 2, entries 2−5,
−0.6 to −8.9 °C, RNA 1 column). The corresponding parallel
duplexes of β-gdm-PNA with RNA 2 (Table 2, entries 6−9,
−9.7 to +1.1 °C, RNA 2 column) were destabilized to a greater
degree compared to the more stable γ-gdm-PNA:RNA 2
duplexes (Table 2, entries 2−5, −1.2 to +2.0 °C, RNA 2
column). Thus, in the case of γ/β-gdm PNAs, the antiparallel
duplexes with RNA 1 were significantly destabilized and the

Figure 4. UV-Tm curves of (A) γ-gdm-PNA:DNA1 antiparallel, (B) γ-gdm-PNA:DNA2 parallel, (C) β-gdm-PNA:DNA1 antiparallel, and (D) β-
gdm-PNA:DNA2 parallel duplexes. Buffer: 10 mM aq. sodium phosphate, pH 7.2, and NaCl: 10 mM.

Table 2. UV-Tm of γ-gdm-PNA:DNA/RNA Antiparallel and Parallel Duplexesa

DNA 1 (ap) DNA 2 (p) RNA 1 (ap) RNA 2 (p)

entry PNA code Tm ΔTm Tm ΔTm Tm ΔTm Tm ΔTm

1 aeg PNA 1 49.1 41.1 52.1 39.4
2 γ-gdm-t2 PNA 2 39.8 −9.3 45.4 +4.3 51.5 −0.6 41.4 +2.0
3 γ-gdm-t6 PNA 3 41.8 −7.3 43.0 +1.9 47.7 −4.4 40.5 +1.1
4 γ-gdm-t2,6 PNA 4 40.4 −8.7 46.1 +5.0 45.6 −6.5 40.0 +0.6
5 γ-gdm-t2,6,10 PNA 5 38.2 −10.9 48.3 +7.2 43.2 −8.9 38.2 −1.2
6 β-gdm-t2 PNA 6 46.1 −3.0 46.2 +5.1 49.1 −2.2 38.6 −0.8
7 β-gdm t6 PNA 7 36.6 −12.5 52.8 +11.7 33.5 −17.8 29.7 −9.7
8 β-gdm-t2,6 PNA 8 45.5 −3.6 51.9 +10.8 32.7 −19.4 40.5 +1.1
9 β-gdm-t6,10 PNA 9 38.6 −10.5 43.9 +2.8 40.1 −12.0 33.5 −5.9

aDNA 1/ RNA 1 (ap, antiparallel), 3′-CATCTAGTGA-5′; DNA 2/RNA 2 (p, parallel): 5′-CATCTAGTGA-3′; ΔTm indicates the difference in
Tm with control aeg PNA; Tm values are accurate to ±0.5 °C. + indicates stabilization; − indicates destabilization.
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equivalent parallel duplexes with RNA 2 were marginally
destabilized compared to aeg-PNA:RNA duplexes. Overall, the
γ/β-gdm PNA:RNA antiparallel duplexes were more stable
than the parallel duplexes, which was the reverse of that seen
for γ/β-gdm PNA:DNA duplexes. This clearly suggested the
effect of the gdm substitutions on their relative hybridization
stabilities with DNA and RNA, parallel DNA duplexes >
antiparallel DNA duplexes and parallel RNA duplexes <
antiparallel RNA duplexes (only for β).
CD Spectroscopic Studies of Antiparallel and Parallel

γ/β-gdm PNA:DNA Duplexes. CD spectroscopy shows the

characteristic spectra for different PNA:DNA/RNA duplexes.53

Both γ- and β-gdm PNA:DNA antiparallel duplexes (Figure
6A/C) are characterized by major positive bands of
comparable intensities at 220 and 260 nm, the latter band
being broad with a shoulder at 275 nm. The negative bands are
of high intensity at 210 nm, with weak to moderate intensity at
240 nm. In the case of β-gdm PNA:DNA antiparallel duplexes
(Figure 6C), the band intensities are weak in monosubstituted
oligomers and became prominent with disubstituted analogues.
In comparison, all γ-gdm PNA:DNA parallel duplexes showed a
high intensity positive band at 220 nm, followed by a much

Figure 5. UV-Tm curves of (A) γ-gdm-PNA:RNA1 antiparallel, (B) γ-gdm-PNA:RNA2 parallel, (C) β-gdm-PNA:RNA1 antiparallel, and (D) β-
gdm-PNA:RNA2 parallel duplexes. Buffer: 10 mM aq. sodium phosphate, pH 7.2, and NaCl: 10 mM.

Figure 6. CD profiles of γ/β-gdm-PNA duplexes with DNA. aeg-PNA, γ2, γ6, γ2,6, and γ2,6,10gdm-PNA, (A) antiparallel with DNA 1, (B) parallel
with DNA 2; aeg-PNA, β2, β6, β2,6, and β6,10gdm-PNA, (C) antiparallel with RNA 1, and (D) parallel with RNA 2. Buffer: 10 mM sodium
cacodylate, pH 7.2, and NaCl: 10 mM.
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weaker positive band at 260 nm, without much effects of the
degree of substitution (Figure 6B). The broad positive
shoulder at 280 nm seen in antiparallel duplexes is noticeably
weaker or absent in parallel duplexes and replaced by a weak
negative band (Figure 6B). A similar pattern is seen for parallel
β-gdm duplexes, with the intensities of bands at 220 nm
increasing in disubstituted oligomers (Figure 6D). While
parallel (Figure 6B,D) and antiparallel (Figure 6A,C) duplexes
show distinct differences in the CD profile among them, within
each type, the CD profiles are similar to those of unsubstituted
aeg-PNA:DNA duplexes. This indicates that no major
conformational differences are induced by γ/β-gdm substitu-
tions compared to analogous aeg-PNA duplexes.
Comparative Thermal Stabilities of γ-gdm and β-gdm

PNA Duplexes with DNA and RNA. The temperature-
dependent UV absorbance data (Table 2) showed variation in
the thermal stabilities of γ/β-gdm-PNA:DNA antiparallel and
parallel duplexes depending on the type and number of gdm
modifications incorporated into PNA oligomers (Figure 7). As
compared to the unmodified aeg-PNA:DNA duplexes, the γ/β-
gdm-PNA:DNA parallel duplexes were stabilized (Figure 7, red
bars) and antiparallel duplexes were destabilized (Figure 6,
blue bars). Generally, β-gdm-PNA:DNA 1 parallel duplexes
(Figure 7B) were more stable than γ-gdm-PNA:DNA 1 (Figure
7A), and the destabilization of antiparallel duplexes was
dependent on the site of substitution, with gdm-PNAs having
middle modifications being more destabilized.
In comparison, γ/β-gdm-PNA:RNA duplexes (Figure 8)

exhibited low or negligible stabilization of γ-gdm-PNA:RNA
antiparallel duplexes (ΔTm, < 2.0 °C) decreasing with
increasing substitution, while γ-gdm-PNA:RNA parallel du-
plexes became significantly destabilized compared to aeg-
PNA:RNA duplex (Figure 8A). The β-gdm-PNA:RNA
duplexes uniformly showed significant destabilization of both
parallel and antiparallel duplexes relative to that of analogous

aeg:PNA:RNA duplexes (Figure 8B). Inspite of destabilization
with respect to unsubstituted aeg-PNA:RNA duplexes, the γ/β-
gdm-PNA:RNA antiparallel duplexes showed higher stability
than that of parallel duplexes, a reverse trend of that seen in γ/
β-gdm-PNA:DNA duplexes. In contrast, α-gdm-PNAs showed
an opposite preference of binding to RNA rather than to
DNA.34 The triple-modified identical sequence H-GtAGAt-
CACt-LysNH2 (t = α-gdm) stabilized the antiparallel DNA
duplex over the parallel duplex by 24.4 °C and antiparallel
RNA duplex over the parallel duplex by 40.0 °C.34 The α-gdm-
PNA:RNA duplex had higher stability than that of the α-gdm-
PNA:DNA duplex by 3.0 °C for the parallel orientation, while
it was almost similar for the antiparallel duplex.

■ DISCUSSION

The achiral α/β/γ-gdm-dimethyl groups in gdm-PNAs
introduce steric rigidity into the somewhat conformationally
flexible aeg-backbone of PNA. The nature and extent of
conformational constrains in the gdm-backbone and its effects
on the stability of duplexes with DNA/RNA are clearly
dependent on the α/β/γ-site of substitution. The α-gdm-PNA
with achiral gemdimethyl substitution on Cα in the glycine
segment stabilized the derived (homo-PNA-Tn)2:(homo-An-
DNA/RNA) triplexes compared to the unsubstituted aeg-PNA
triplexes. The mixed-base PNA sequence incorporating α-gdm-
T substitutions stabilized the resulting α-gdm-PNA:DNA/RNA
duplexes36 compared to that with isosequential DNA/RNA,
with the antiparallel duplexes exhibiting higher Tm values than
those of aeg-PNA duplexes. In comparison, the β/γ-gdm PNAs
reported here exhibited an interesting trend of (i) parallel
DNA and RNA duplexes being more stable than aeg-
PNA:DNA/RNA duplexes, (ii) Tm of the parallel DNA
duplexes higher than Tm of antiparallel DNA duplexes, (iii)
Tm of antiparallel RNA duplexes higher than that of parallel
RNA duplexes, (iv) for antiparallel duplexes, RNA duplexes

Figure 7. Comparative stabilities γ/β-gdm-PNA:DNA duplexes relative to aeg-PNA:DNA duplexes. Stabilization (red bars) and destabilization
(blue bars) of antiparallel and parallel duplexes of (A) γ-gdm-PNA and (B) β-gdm-PNA with DNA 1 (ap) and DNA 2 (p). ΔTm indicates Tm
difference compared to Tm of aeg-PNA:DNA duplexes.

Figure 8. Comparative stabilities of γ/β-gdm-PNA:RNA duplexes relative to aeg-PNA:RNA duplexes. Stabilization (green bars) and destabilization
(purple bars) of antiparallel and parallel duplexes of (A) γ-gdm-PNA and (B) β-gdm-PNA with RNA 1 (ap) and RNA 2 (p). ΔTm indicates Tm
difference compared to Tm of aeg-PNA:RNA duplexes.
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with higher melting than that of DNA duplexes, and (v) for
parallel duplexes, DNA duplexes with higher melting than that
of RNA duplexes. The relative preferences in the binding of α/
β/γ-gdm-PNAs with DNA/RNA and in the parallel/antiparallel
fashion may arise from the conformational preorganization of
the PNA backbone to assume a favorable hybridization-
competent conformation. An interesting attribute seen in α-
gdm-PNA and β-gdm-PNA oligomers is that the former
stabilizes the DNA duplex in the antiparallel orientation,34

while the latter stabilizes DNA duplexes in the parallel
orientation.
The conformational constrain in α/β/γ-gdm-PNA is caused

briefly by the Thorpe−Ingold effect54 exerted by gemdimethyl
groups, which may alter the backbone dihedral angles and
thereby influence the PNA E/Z-rotamer population. The
combined steric and electronic factors vary with the site of
substitution, inducing different conformational stabilities of E/
Z-rotamers as experimentally observed by us in 1H NMR of α-,
β-, and γ-gdm-PNA-T monomers and by computational
results.39 The β-gdm-PNA-T monomer shows exclusively E-
rotamers in solution, while the γ-gdm-PNA-T monomer
crystallized as E-rotamers (Figure 2). In crystal structures
with the base-modified cyanuryl aeg-PNA monomer55 and in
α-mono- or β/γ-disubstituted cyclic aeg-PNAs,56,57 the Z-
rotamer has been exclusively observed. The major Z-rotamer
seen for aeg-PNA at the monomer level leads to antiparallel
PNA duplexes containing exclusively the Z-rotamer.41−43

Hence, if the exclusively seen E-rotamer for the β-gdm-PNA
monomer also prevails in the corresponding PNA:DNA
oligomers that show higher stability parallel duplexes, it is
tempting to suggest that the E-rotamer may lead to preferential
parallel duplexes, while the Z-rotamer results in antiparallel
duplexes. Further structural and computational studies are
needed at the oligomer level to verify the existence of such a
correlation. It is relevant to point out that in olefinic OPA-
PNA in which the tertiary amide group is replaced by CC
that restricts the structure to the E-type isomer, the parallel
duplex is more stable than the antiparallel duplex.58 The
observed higher stability of parallel duplexes of the mixed
sequence over that of antiparallel duplexes in β/γ-gdm PNAs is
so far unusual in the PNA literature.
A comprehensive comparison of the relative thermal

stabilities ΔTm (Tmp − Tmap) of parallel/antiparallel DNA/
RNA duplexes of γ-gdm and β-gdm-PNA is depicted in Figure

9. In general, the results indicate that with γ- and β-gdm PNAs,
(i) DNA parallel duplexes are more stable than antiparallel
duplexes [blue bars, +(p-ap)], (ii) RNA antiparallel duplexes
show higher stability compared to that of DNA duplexes
[green bars, -(p-ap)], and (iii) increased substitutions enhance
parallel duplex stability. As established in the literature,
modifications in the center of the sequences exert maximum
destabilization effects, which follows the order t6 > t2,6 > t10 >
t6,10. The CD spectral profiles clearly show difference between
parallel and antiparallel duplexes and confirm the thermal
stability results.

■ CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated that the introduction of appropriate
rigidity in the form of gemdimethyl substitution into the aeg
backbone of PNA without imparting chirality improves not
only the DNA/RNA binding properties of PNA but also its
selectivity for DNA and prime preference for parallel duplex
formation. The results presented here complement our earlier
work that had demonstrated that chiral cyclohexanyl-PNAs
favor binding with RNA compared with DNA18 and α-gdm-
PNAs showing reversed preference for binding DNA to
RNA.34 Although true validation should be derived from
completely modified oligomers, significant selectivity is seen
even in the partially substituted gdm-PNA oligomers. The
present work advances the concept of engineering affinity and
selectivity in PNA:DNA/RNA binding by structural tuning of
the gemdimethyl substitution site on the backbone to yield
specific Z- or E-rotamers. Such structural consequences of the
sterically rigid achiral gemdimethyl groups in preorganizing the
backbone conformation are favorable for complexation with
DNA or RNA. The simple achiral gemdimethyl substitution to
tune the PNA rotamer formation adds a new repertoire to the
arsenal of PNA modifications. Recently, di-guaninyl PNA has
attracted attention in terms of unusual light emitting properties
due to a combination of base stacking and H-bonding
interactions,59 facilitated by the Z-rotamer. It would be
interesting to study such structure−light emitting property
interactions induced by the E-rotamer through gemdimethyl
substitutions, which may change the base stacking interactions.
One can also extend the concept by simultaneous introduction
of gemdimethyl substitutions at two sites on the backbone or
structurally combining with the recently reported bimodal
PNAs.60−63 The possibility of generating parallel duplexes with

Figure 9. Comparative thermal stabilities of parallel/antiparallel DNA/RNA duplexes of γ-gdm and β-gdm-PNA.
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selectivity for DNA or RNA may also lead to novel platforms
for biomolecular engineering of PNA, affording novel nano-
assemblies.64−68 The introduction of gemdimethyl substituents
also changes the overall hydrophobicity of PNA oligomers,
thereby influencing their cell penetration properties, and may
lead to newer motifs for molecular assemblies in biomedical
applications,69−71 in view of the well-documented physico-
chemical, structural, and biological properties imparted by gem-
dimethyl groups in medicinal chemistry.72

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
The aeg-PNA, β-gdm-PNA-T, and γ-gdm-PNA-T monomers
were synthesized by previously reported procedures34,39 and
used for solid-phase synthesis.46 Mass spectra were obtained
using an Applied Biosystems 4800 Plus MALDI-TOF/TOF
mass spectrometer using TiO2 or 2,5-dihydroxybencoic acid
(DHB), and the integrity of the PNA oligomer was checked on
the same instrument using DHB or CHCA as the matrix. High-
resolution mass spectra for final PNA monomers were
recorded on a Synapt G2 high-definition mass spectrometer.
Synthesis of PNA Oligomers by Solid-Phase PNA

Synthesis. The aeg-PNA monomers and γ/β-gdm-PNA-T
monomers were incorporated into the 10-mer PNA oligomer
sequence H-GTAGATCACT-LysNH2 using standard solid-
phase protocol on L-lysine-derivatized MBHA resin.60 The
amine content on the resin was suitably lowered from 2 mmol/
g to 0.35 mmol/g by partial acylation of amino groups using a
calculated amount of acetic anhydride. The desired PNA
monomers were coupled sequentially to assemble the PNA
sequence using PyBOP and DIPEA in DMF/NMP as coupling
reagents. The PNA oligomers were synthesized using repetitive
cycles, each comprising the following steps: (i) deprotection of
the N-t-Boc group using 50% TFA in DCM (3 × 15 min), (ii)
washing of beads with DCM, DMF, and again DCM (thrice
each), (iii) neutralization of the TFA salt of amine using 10%
DIPEA in DCM to liberate free amine (3 × 10 min), (iv)
washing of beads with DCM and DMF (thrice with each
solvent), and (v) coupling of the free amine with activated
carboxyl of the incoming monomer (3 equiv) using coupling
agents. The coupling reactions were carried out in DMF/NMP
with PyBOP as coupling reagents in the presence of DIPEA.
Capping (when needed) of the unreacted amino groups was
done using Ac2O in pyridine:DCM. After each coupling and
deprotection step, Kaiser’s test47,48 was done for the
confirmation of PNA chain elongation using the following
reagents: (a) ninhydrin (5.0 g) dissolved in ethanol (100 mL),
(b) phenol (80.0 mg) dissolved in ethanol (20 mL), and (c)
potassium cyanide (2 mL, 0.001 M aq. solution) in pyridine
(98 mL). After every coupling, few resin beads were taken in a
test tube, washed with ethanol and 3−4 drops of each of the
above-mentioned solutions were added. The test tube was
heated for 1−2 min, and the emergence of color indicated the
free uncoupled amine on the resin. In such a case, the coupling
was continued with a second addition to complete the reaction.
Cleavage of the PNA Oligomers from the Solid

Support. The MBHA resin (10 mg) carrying the synthesized
PNA oligomers was stirred with thioanisole (20 μL) and 1,2-
ethanedithiol (8 μL) in an ice bath for 10 min. TFA (200 μL)
was added under cooling and kept in an ice bath. TFMSA (16
μL) was added slowly with stirring to dissipate the generated
heat. The reaction mixture was stirred for 1.5−2 h at room
temperature. The resin was removed by filtration under
reduced pressure and washed twice with TFA. The filtrate was

combined and evaporated on a rotary evaporator at ambient
temperature. The residue was transferred to an Eppendorf
tube, and the peptide was precipitated by trituration with cold
dry ether. The peptide was isolated by centrifugation, and the
precipitate was dissolved in deionized water and used for
purification.

Purification of the PNA Oligomers by RP-HPLC. PNA
oligomers were purified on an Agilent HPLC system using a
semipreparative BEH130 C18 (10 mm × 250 mm) column.
The elution was done using water and CH3CN employing
gradient elution: solvent A = 0.1% TFA in CH3CN:H2O
(5:95); solvent B = 0.1% TFA in CH3CN:H2O (1:1), A to
100% B in 45 min; and flow rate of 3 mL/min with monitoring
of eluants at 254 nm.

Temperature−UV Absorbance Measurements. UV
melting experiments were carried out on a Varian Cary 300
UV spectrophotometer equipped with a Peltier heating system.
The samples were prepared in sodium cacodylate buffer (10
mM) and NaCl (10 mM); pH 7.2. Individual PNA oligomers
and complementary DNA/RNA were mixed in a stoichio-
metric ratio (1:1, duplex) to achieve a final concentration of 2
μM for each strand. The samples were annealed by heating the
mixture at 90 °C for 10 min and cooled slowly to room
temperature over 8−10 h, followed by refrigeration for 24 h.
The samples (500 μL) were transferred to a quartz cell and
equilibrated at room temperature for 5 min. The absorbance at
260 nm was recorded in steps from 20 to 90 °C with a
temperature increase of 0.5 °C. The absorbance plotted at 260
nm as a function of the temperature was fitted by a sigmoidal
curve, with the R square value in range of 0.96−0.99. The data
were processed using OriginPro 8.5. The Tm was determined
from the first derivative of normalized absorbance with respect
to the temperature and is accurate to ±1.0 °C. Each melting
experiment was repeated thrice. The concentrations of all
oligonucleotides were calculated on the basis of absorbance at
260 nm from the molar extinction coefficients of the
corresponding nucleobases: T = 8.8 cm2/μmol; C = 6.6
cm2/μmol; G = 11.7 cm2/μmol, and A = 13.7 cm2/μmol as per
the literature.49

Circular Dichroic Spectra. CD spectra were recorded on a
JASCO J-815 spectropolarimeter. The PNA:DNA samples
were prepared by stoichiometric mixing and annealing in the
same way as for UV spectral studies. The CD spectra of bm-
PNA:DNA complexes were recorded with samples in a 2 mm
cell at a temperature of 10 °C, scanning from 300 to 200 nm
using a resolution of 0.1 nm, bandwidth of 1 nm, sensitivity of
2 mdeg, response of 2 s, and scan speed of 50 nm/min. Final
spectra are shown as the addition of three scans.
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